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An effective medium theory typically requires the description of a mean crack
shape. In general, for simplicity, this is taken to be a flat, circular (“penny-
shaped”) crack. However, this places an unnecessary limitation on the theory,
when it is perhaps more realistic to describe a crack in terms of having a bounded
width and an otherwise ellipsoidal shape. A generalization of the method of
smoothing [1] has been used to study the role of the crack width and the ratio of
the two larger dimensions in determining the properties of the effective medium.
The elastic stiffnessesc of the resulting effective medium have the form

c = c0 + sc+
(
Ss0c+ + I

)−1
, (1)

in terms ofc0 ands0, the elastic stiffnesses and compliances of the matrix,c+

the difference between the stiffnesses of the inclusion and those of the matrix,s
the volume density of inclusions andS, the Eshelby tensor [2]. This results in an
orthorhombic medium, and provides a suitable description of a material where the
crack dimensions are restricted in one direction due to, for example, bed-limiting
effects, while remaining unconfined in other directions. An elliptical flat crack
limit is determined, analogous to the circular crack description of [3]. In addition
to the isolated crack description, the theory is extended to include the fluid flow
mechanism of [4] that models the flow as being dominated by crack to crack flow
and is valid for low matrix porosities and over a large range of frequencies, pro-
vided that the wavelength is much greater than the crack dimensions.
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